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Council Chatter:
All of us, including your elected Council members, are busy with the breeding season and there are
mixed reports of how this is going from across the country. A few items, though, to alert all members to:



Both Patronage for the 2015 Shows and all Novice points have been sent to members. Should you
have any questions on this please contact the Secretary in the first instance, sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com



Council has had some discussion about having the Novice Points tables up on the website for members to access throughout the course of the year to check their point situation. If you have any
thoughts on this please contact the Secretary so that a decision might be made that reflects the
needs and opinions of Novice breeders.



If you have changed your address during the past year and NOT notified the Secretary or Treasurer
please do so soon so that accurate information can be included in the Year Book and Budgie Year
Booklet which will be produced for each member again this year as it was last year.



Many Clubs and individual members have talked about the need for a separate “pet” class at shows
for encouraging young and very new members to show birds that do not have the official rings on
them, as Club people may not, yet, have joined the specialist Society. We would really appreciate
member feedback on this so that we can make informed decisions on this, as a Council, as we move
into the next phase of preparation for the 2016 Show season. If you have comment please contact
the Secretary on sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com



The editorial team would like to thank members for their contributions to the Bulletin in the form of
letters and articles relating to the history of showing budgerigars in New Zealand.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Bulletin Editor,
I would like to thank the six
breeders who contributed to
the article in the February
Bulletin about their feeding
regimes. I have had two
breeding seasons of excellent
fertility, but low hatch rates,
and was looking for some
inspiration on how I could
change things. I found it on
pages 4, 5, and 6 of the February Bulletin. I decided to try
Rowan Swain's feeding regime, and for the first week, I
fed my birds on the vegetables
mentioned. I noticed an immediate change in my budgies; they were a lot more active, and seemed a lot chattier. I introduced the soft food
recipe in week 2, and the
birds got right into it, no hesitations.
After having the birds on this
new regime now for six
months, I have had a much
better breeding season so far.
From twelve fertile eggs, I had
eleven chicks hatch, with
eight making it to weaning. I
also had hens laying in the
aviary, which has never happened before, and I have another hen sitting on four fertile eggs. So from a <25%
hatch rate last season, to a
90% hatch rate this season,
things have definitely improved in my aviary! The one
thing I can put my success to
date down to was the change
in diet. So once again, a very
big thank you to all those who
shared their feeding regimes,
as it has certainly made a
difference
for
me!
Regards
Kerriann Pinnell
Ashburton
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President of the BSNZ,
Mike Fuller, presents his
bi-monthly report for all
members to help keep all
of
the
membership
informed and up to date
with the activities of
Council and the Society.

President’s Report:
Apologies for the delay in the distribution of
the October issue of your Bulletin. Our editorial team has been delayed due to my
work commitments preventing me from
completing the report in a timely fashion.
By now the breeding season for most, no
matter where in NZ you are, should be well
underway. From what I hear and see on
various Facebook pages the season to date
is full of varied results. Some of our members have reported incredible starts and
others have had a mixture. A lot of this is
down to a number of reasons, including
geographical location, weather, management and in some cases forcing our birds to
breed when we want them to, not when
they are in condition and ready to go themselves.
My own results to date have been well
ahead of expectations. I started the breeding season six weeks earlier than normal
and my first round of 63 chicks is double
what I normally get from the first round. My
best rounds usually arrive in the second and
third rounds which traditionally give me
around the 180-200 chicks. Hopefully this
continues and I won’t need the third round
and I will be able to close the season off
early. The only disappointment would be
having plenty of good birds that I am not
getting the chance, as yet, to breed with.
Your Council continue to meet once a
month via a Skype meeting. Without the
distractions of the past couple of years we
are able to put our full effort into making
the Society an informative and open organisation. We are only too happy to answer
any members’ questions if you have any.
We will endeavour to have the minutes of
our meetings on the website within ten days
of our meetings. The reason for the
timeframe is in some cases we need to send
out correspondence to members or clubs
and feel it is important that they receive this
information before it appears on the website. Please keep us updated if you would
like us to work on any particular area.

I am pleased to announce that we had both
the Christchurch and Southland clubs apply
for the 2016 BSNZ Patronage Show. Both
clubs were very good to work with and both
clubs would have put on a very good show. In
the end the council voted to have the Southland club host this event next year (further
information is on p6 of the Bulletin). The
council is currently working on the judges for
the Show and hope to have these confirmed
in time for the December issue.
I would like to thank John Rosser, on behalf
of the membership of the BSNZ, for his time
as President of the Colour Breeders Society.
John has always been easy to work with and
it has been good to have a president who has
been willing to work with the BSNZ and have
both organisations work towards a common
goal. I wish Darryl Cleland all the best in his
role as the new president and hope that we
can continue to work together.
Finally it is pleasing to hear that we have a
number of judges that will be judging in the
opposite Island next year. Phil Hill will be
judging in Dunedin, Mike Hannan at Levin
Show and myself at the Hutt Valley Combined Show. This follows on from Dave Ingoe,
Merv Johnston and myself being involved in
inter-Island judging this year. This is a great
opportunity for both the judges and the exhibitors to see the difference in the birds
between the two Islands and also how the
numbers of birds exhibited in the classes
changes due to popularity. It also helps with
the members to meet new people with the
same interest.
Continue to enjoy the breeding season and if
you need any help please contact us and will
help or find someone in your area to help.
We encourage members to join the Facebook
page which is a source of very helpful
support and guidance.

A Peep at a Rare Variety:

Recessive Pied

The appearance of different forms of budgerigars with pied or variegated plumage
can be traced as far back as the early nineteen twenties. But the first pied mutation
to be fully established was the Danish
Recessive Pied and the founder of the
strain a green and yellow cock was displayed in Copenhagen at a bird show
in 1932.
The first of this mutation to arrive in Britain was in 1948 when Cyril Rogers received
his stock from the late Herr C. Enehjelm,
who at that time was the Curator of Helsinki Zoological Gardens in Finland. Cyril
exhibited this variety at a Cambridge show
in 1950 for the first time.
These birds are very colourful in appearance and usually it is the brilliance of their
colouring that attracts the average breeder.
Being a recessive mutation, it is more difficult to breed to exhibition standard. The
incorporation of the multitude of genes
which make up top-class exhibition specimens of a strain of any recessive characteristic is far more challenging that that when
combining together dominant characteristics.
As to the inheritance of the Danish Pied,
the pied is recessive to normal and their
method of production acts as a simple
autosomal recessive gene. The normal here
meaning a non-pied budgerigar. Because of
that its expectation table can be readily
calculated (irrespective of colour or sex):

This variety is not a sex-linked one, so the
above expectations do not depend on
which parent has which genotype, and the
expectation applies to either sex. In some
cases those Normal/Recessive Pieds "splits
for convenience" show a small clear spot
on the back of the head.
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Chris Asken of the Kapiti Bird Club

Partners Allister Garrett and Amanda
Goldstein of the Piako Bird Club

Carol Hughes and Ian Silk Partnership of the
Palmerston North Bird Club

Congratulations to Our Three Novices —
Moving to Champion Status in 2016
On behalf of all members of the Society may we congratulate the three Novice members who have accumulated ten or more points in Shows across
the country and will be elevated to Champion status at the start of the 2016 Show season:
Chris has accumulated 10 points as a result of winning Best Young Bird and Best Novice Bird overall with a dominant pied in the Hutt Valley Combined
Show and a point she received for winning best in class for a young spangle cock at the same show.
Allister and Mandy have reached the 10 point threshold by winning a best in class point at the Rotorua Show as well as Best Novice Young Bird at the
Piako Show with a dominant pied cock bird.
Carol and Ian accumulated a massive 14 points over the 2015 season using a number of quality birds. They had birds entered in seven shows in total
and achieved the title of Best Novice at the Topflite National Show in Auckland with a cinnamon hen.

THE ART OF JANE E. ADAM
Is now based in NEW ZEALAND.
Offering High Quality Original ART of Sculptures & Paintings

For Information & Current Prices please contact:

jane-adam@hotmail.com.au
PH: +64-062125005

www.janeanimalartist.com
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Daniel Lutolf, Top European Breeder, at the 2015
BS Convention — “My Life with Birds”
Daniel’s introduction to budgerigars began in
1980, “It is a very intense hobby that has become
a very important part of my life,” he said, “The
rest of my time is devoted to my family; Daniela
and our two daughters, Rubina and Neve.”
I started budgerigar breeding at the age of 11,
which was more a coincidence than planned. A
classmate showed me his budgerigars which
caught my interest. Some months later, relatives
of my mother gave me a pair of budgerigars as a
present – against the will of my parents. From
this pair I was able to breed youngsters, in an old
shoe box.
That early success intensified my
interest even more. In 1986 I met
Heinrich Ott, who was one of the
top Swiss budgerigar breeders at
that time. From him I purchased my
first really good show budgerigars.
The Ott birds had an excellent background and came from the very best
English bloodlines, mainly from
Ormerod and Sadler. After some
years we became good friends as
we still are today. Budgerigars from
the studs of Emil Schweizer and
Janos Pece followed. Janos won the
prize for the Best Bird in Switzerland
twice and I had the lucky chance to
get two brothers of this bird. The
Janos Pece birds
originated from
Hans Ruosh and
he in turn got his
from
Joseph
Speck who very
well known in
those times. The
birds from Joseph Speck were
based on the
famous studs of
Sadler, OrmerDaniel delights over 200
od,
Finney,
fanciers at the ConvenMoffat, Lane &
tion with his stories.
Son and Mrs.
Moss. The combination of Ott birds, which had
very large feathers, and the very fine and elegant
Pece birds took me a big step forward. Since
those early days quality birds from other UK,
European and South African breeders have been
introduced to develop today’s stud. I am now 45
years old, a former Maths teacher and a current
football coach!
Of course I am interested in the quality aspects of
budgerigars but I am also fascinated by their
social behaviour. What I think is important is that
our birds need interesting things to do such as
pieces of wood to peck and climb on and things

to play with. Because of this social aspect it is
also important to allow them to live together –
young and old, hens and cocks. This teaches
them the social behaviour expected while living
in a colony. I also think the ability to fly is really
important but through selection many studs find
themselves with ground-dwellers rather than
birds with flight. My pair selection these days
has an emphasis on selecting feather combinations that will promote flight. I also prefer my
birds to select their own mates and I have
noticed that they often choose partners of a

different colour and with complimentary feather
structure. I have had great success with this. I
am still working with birds containing my early
bloodlines.
Today, my stud is famous for two things:
1. Directional feathering
2. Extreme birds with long tails and wings
Breeding super birds is like doing a jigsaw puzzle
– it is a matter of finding the pieces that fit. You
need to have a vision of where you want to go
and what you need to do to achieve this. If you
see a new feature that you do not like you have
to try to fix it. I started with an Opaline Cinnamon Grey Green hen that had a “different” face
and that pairing eventually changed the whole
look of my stud. In my opinion, birds with long
tails and long flights can be very useful but you
have to control it – just like you do with flecking.
As mentioned, all my birds fly in the main flights
together; barheads, young birds, adult cocks and
hens so the young birds experience the behaviour of the adults, like mating, and soon learn
what to do. If the sexes are kept separate, when
the young birds go into the breeding cages they
have much more to learn. This wastes time and
is the cause of many infertile eggs.

Daniel and
Sheryl Baron

I feed the same diet all year round, so there
are no changes in the diet. I cut the vent
feathers; I do not pull them out but just cut
them short, not back to skin level.
Again, when pairing up I like to let the birds
select their own partners whenever possible. When I see two birds
paired up in the aviary, I place
them in show cages to assess
them for compatibility. If all
appears fine I have a look at
their pedigrees and if they are
not too closely related I put
them down to breed. Where
possible I never put best to
best as the results are often
disappointing and then two
really good birds are wasted.
The closest I pair my birds is
cousins. I don’t close breed as
this brings with it too many
problems - particularly feather problems. It may work for a
few years, but eventually you
will have problems. I also pair
an old partner with a young
one. Pair selection is probably the most
important aspect of the hobby. I see many
breeders that sell the wrong birds. They just
look at the visual quality and not the pedigree and so they lose exactly what they
need. I always bring in new blood so as not
to get too closely related birds. If I can buy a
super bird I do, but they don’t have to be
top quality because I outcross and then
cross back again. If the chicks are poor they
go unless they are from a super pair. Show
hens have two rounds of eggs and raise 3 to
4 chicks. If they lay again, the eggs are
transferred. The cocks breed from October
till May or June, if they stay in condition.
I have found
that it is usual
to have small
birds with good
head qualities
or big birds
with
small
heads.
Many
times if the
birds have got
length
they
don’t have the
head qualities.

Daniel shares his wisdom
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My Life with Budgies Continued. . .
The best way to fix this is to put these two types
of budgerigar together and slowly improve both
length and head. I think now and in the future
the most important feature will be directional
feather.

 Make sure the birds sit well on the perch
and at the correct angle.

 Study your birds both in the flight and in the
breeding cages.

 Do not use birds
in your breeding
programmes that
have
feather
cysts or obvious issues with their flights and
tails.

How To Breed Super Budgerigars

• When looking to buy a bird take a good look
in the flight to assess the overall gene pool.

 Ensure as little stress as possible for your

During his presentation Daniel Lutolf told the
attentive group of fanciers his views on how to
breed super budgerigars. This is what he said:

• If you do breed with a bird with a feather
problem and the young have the same problem stop breeding with it immediately.

 Use quality F10 or other cleanser and

• Breed in numbers – this is helpful as more birds
means more super babies.

birds by having regular feed times and regular daily routines.
maintain a clean aviary from dishes to cages, floor to ceiling.

 An international research programme

• Mix the features, feather structure and colours
– and families.

needs to be established to combat the impact of this disease that creates guidelines
for fanciers to follow to reduce the incidence worldwide.

• Bring in fresh blood every season – they don’t
need to be super birds but coming from a top
family; most of the birds I bring in come from
friends.
• I helped build up a few studs in Europe where I
can always get a bird back if necessary.
• Keep your stud young and alive – I sell all my
top cocks after two breeding seasons – I don’t
like to sell super youngsters without breeding
with them.

 Use a grey factor in every pair (grey = bigger
and stronger birds).

Use cinnamon and opaline cinnamon for better
feather structure.

 Cinnamons, opalines and grey greens are the
best hens to breed with.

 If you study the spots and mask of a bird you
can see the whole feather structure.
• Breed with smaller hens that are well bred.
They will breed more chicks – 12 to 15 from
three rounds.
• Big hens don’t lay many eggs!
• Never double up on the same fault.
• Don’t go too far – all my birds can fly correctly.
• Look for the right proportions in your birds –
better to breed with a smaller bird that is well
proportioned than a large bird that is not.
• Don’t try and breed a best in show. Concentrate on a general overall improvement and the
winners will come.

• At the end of the breeding season it is very
important that you sell the right birds – many
fanciers will sell the wrong birds such as small
youngsters from super pairs.

A Word From the Wise on French
Moult
Daniel had some constructive suggestions
around the management of and research into
the international management of French
moult or polyomavirus in our budgies:

 Provide research funding through the sale of
rings to research this issue worldwide.

 Do not move birds around in the aviary and
thus reduce cross-contamination.

Images:
1-8 and the bird image on this page: A selection of
Super Budgerigars from the Lutolf Stud
10 Daniel and the President of the U.K. Budgerigar
Society, Bev Hutt.

Sincere thanks for some of the images and much
of the text for this article to Terry Tuxford, Editor
of the “The Budgerigar”, the official publication of
the Budgerigar Society, U.K.
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2015 Patronage Show
Best Bird in Show and the
announcement of the hosts
for the 2016 Patronage
Show:
Best Budgie in Show

The 2015 Patronage Show was hosted by the
Dunedin Club and was well supported by budgie
breeders. Numbers of budgies benched — 230
Champion and 57 Novice — were very similar to
the 2014 numbers at our Patronage Show in
Hamilton in 2014 and about 30 budgies better
than that of the Topflite National Bird Show held
in Auckland late in the Show season.
This Patronage Show was dominated, in the top
awards on offer, by Southland Club member,
Kevin Rickerby, who won both Best Young Bird
and Best Budgerigar in Show with a well presented sky blue cock. He was the recipient of both the
Alan Gamble Cup and the Budgerigar Society Cup
for this fine bird. This year Robyn and Tony
Grinter presented a pair of beautiful Jane Adam
budgie trophies (see the advertisement of p3 of
this Bulletin) for the winners of these trophies to
keep, and these were presented this year at the
2015 Patronage Show for the very first time.

present and went very smoothly. It was good to
have refined the systems around the execution of
the Auction and to have the event open to breeders from around the country should they wish to
be involved in purchasing birds from a wide range
of breeders from across New Zealand. This year it
was superb to have contributions from breeders
of some of the lesser known varieties so that
members wishing to begin working with some of
the rarer varieties have a chance to purchase
some birds during our Auction. A very special
thanks is extended to all the breeders who generously and willingly offered birds for this special
sale.

Kevin Rickerby’s Aviary

from the 2014 National Show where a total of
287 budgies were benched—230 champion and
57 Novice. The B.S.N.Z. is enthusiastic to encourage budgie breeders from far and wide to enter
their budgies in this Southland Show and will look
to work with the Club to assist with the provision
of transport, Show cages etc. closer to the show
date. Your Council is in the process, as we go to
print, of contacting possible international judges
for this Show and will inform the membership on
details as soon as this aspect of the Show is finalised, and hopefully in the December Bulletin.
The Council is hoping to work with the Christchurch Club, the other Club who applied to host
in 2016, to work towards this Club hosting the
Patronage Show on its next South Island hosting
opportunity and sincerely thanks the Christchurch
Club for their application to host the Patronage
Show in 2016. It is great to see interest so high in
Clubs from the southern part of New Zealand.

The B.S.N.Z Council was delighted, this year, to
receive formal applications from two South Island
Clubs willing and eager to host the 2016 Patronage Show and it was only after robust discussion
and a hard look at the timing of this Show going
forward, that a decision was made to offer the
next Patronage Show to the Southland Club. This
The Patronage Show was also the venue for the
The 2016 Budgerigar Patronage Show will take
Club has an fine reputation for attracting excelB.S.N.Z A.G.M and our annual B.S.N.Z. Auction.
place on the weekend of May 13—15, 2016, so
lent budgie benchings as is evidenced by the data
Both events were well received by the members
mark this date in your calendars now!!

Kevin is congratulated by President, Mike Fuller

The Alan Gamble trophy presented by Dot Gamble
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Another Look Back in History
Courtesy of Phil Hill - Our Newest
BSNZ Judge

An example of the Federation Certificates from
1975 showing Calvin’s win in the Novice section
in the Southland Nationals of that year.

This photo on the right is from the 1983 Levin
Annual Show. The bird on the left is the winning
Champion and Best Budgie in Show, exhibited by
B & J Quinn. The bird on the right is the winning
Novice and was exhibited by Angela Wolland, a
Junior breeder. The champion judge, holding the
Champion bird, is the late Brian Cram and the
Novice judge is Calvin Appleby (gee he’s changed).
The rosette on, what appears to be a cinnamon
dark green hen, behind the judges, says Best CYCR
BBE and, therefore, is a bird bred by Eric Monks. It
is interesting to see how far the birds have progressed over the years. I don’t believe the Champion bird would win the Novice section now. The
birds also did not require any de-spotting back
then as they only just had enough feather for 6
spots. It is also interesting to note that this is not a
special show, ie National or Patronage, yet the
best champion bird is in cage 8. The gap has certainly closed between Champion and Novice.
Thank you Calvin, for letting us publish this photo
in the Bulletin for all members to enjoy.

Thanks to the members who are
sending in this interesting material
from the past for all members to
share. It is sincerely appreciated.

A Reminder about Polyomavirus Hamish Baron, Vet
Lots of bird breeders have been very stressed of late around the whole topic
of polyomavirus and what to do about it. I thought that a few sensible tips to 6.
guard against over-reaction and keep your aviary polyoma-free might be helpful for all.
1.

Always check any birds you wish to buy prior to purchasing new birds! If
the birds are missing their long tail feathers or any of their flight feathers 7.
do not purchase them as they could possibly have the virus called polyomavirus, sometimes known as French Moult.

2.

Always quarantine any new birds to your aviary from every source no
matter how experienced the breeder or how clean their aviary looks,
how much you trust the person or how keen you are to breed with the
birds. Vets suggest a full 6 weeks of isolation so that you can be as sure 8.
as possible that you are not bringing in any "new" disease to your aviary.

3.

4.

5.

Always make sure that the birds in your set up are as "stress-free" as is
possible -- excellent diet, plenty of space for every bird to perch and play
and feed and a clean water supply and living conditions, help to keep 9.
stress to a minimum.

An example of the Budgerigar Society Certificates from 1975 showing Calvin’s win in
the Novice section in the Southland Nationals of that year. The judge for this Show was
one M. A. Cayford.

feather disorders and polyomavirus in
the next generation. For those intent
on eliminating this disease from their
aviary it is important to never use
affected chicks in the breeding room.
If feather issues show up in a nest,
discontinue breeding with these
birds immediately and avoid using
them again.
Prevent the probability of having
the virus appear in your nests by
trying to restrict your breeding to
just two rounds and try not to
breed in the height of the
summer months.
This disease is widespread in New Zealand, but is also very widespread in
every country where people breed birds. Some of the best breeders of
exhibition budgies, for example do have trouble with this disease, here in
New Zealand and in England, Europe and Australia.
The Budgerigar Society of New Zealand (Inc.) is starting a process of trying to work on learning more about this disease by trying to work together with other countries to learn more about how the disease works, how
to reduce the incidence of it and how to, perhaps, treat this disease here
and internationally.

If you have birds that you suspect have the virus, please understand that
it is contagious. If you have birds other than budgies, these birds CAN
contract it as well. So all birds that have feather problems (except if they
are moulting, obviously!) need to housed so that they are isolated from 10. You can make a difference in your little corner of the breeding world by
refusing to buy diseased birds, not breeding birds that have feather proball other species.
lems, providing your birds with an excellent diet based on seed and vegetables and keeping your birds as stress-free as is humanly possible.
If your young birds do grow back their feathers as they mature, there are
some who believe that it is possible to use them in your breeding programme in a carefully controlled situation away from other breeding Please be in touch with me on hamish.baron@sydney.edu.au if
birds. However, if they do not grow back their feathers, then they should you have any questions or would like to be a part of a small group
not be used for breeding as the stress of the whole breeding process can working towards improving the health and well-being of our New
result in dead in shell chicks, early death in nestlings and live chicks with Zealand aviaries.
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Order Extra Rings Early:

A young opaline
Cinnamon grey

The BSNZ has a stock of A series rings for members to order additional rings that we hope will
last until the end of the current breeding season.
If you are thinking that you might be needing
extras please be sure to order early so that we do
not run out before you need them. If you help us
by ordering early we can even place an extra order if this is looking necessary, so please notify us
early about your ring needs for the current season.

Shane Kennedy’s just fledged
normal cinnamon grey chick.

Feedback Sought:

Council Member Contact Details

As mentioned on p1 under Council Chatter, the
President: Mike Fuller: mike.tracey@clear.net.nz
Ph: (03) 488 4150 Council is looking for feedback from Novices re
the inclusion of their Points Tables on the BSNZ
Vice-President & Webmaster: Steve Macher: steve.nzbs@gmail.com Ph: (021) 720 988 website. PLEASE let us know what you would like
for yourselves so that we can make good deciTreasurer and Ring Registrar: David Ingoe: dbingoe@ewc.co.nz
Ph: (06) 868 1606 sions. We also need your guidance on the establishment of a Pet Class for Clubs to encourage
Secretary: Sheryl Baron: sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com
Ph: (027) 216 3568 young members etc. who have not joined the
Society as yet. What is your opinion? Please let us
Council Members
have you opinions so that we can move on this if
members think the idea has merit.

Mike Hannan: mikeandannette1@slingshot.co.nz
Tony Grinter: agrinter@xnet.co.nz
Vince Huston: vinceandlynneh@vodafone.co.nz
Derek Lourens: derek.esme@xtra.co.nz

Ph:
Ph:
Ph:
Ph:

(03)
(07)
(09)
(09)

489
849
534
271

1774
4686
4988
3774
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